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THE BASICS

➤ Blockchain technology provides a distributed ledger, instead of 
a central database

➤ the distributed ledger is made up of blocks of data that are 
chained together with cryptography that makes it almost 
impossible to make changes once something is recorded

➤ Blockchain is what makes Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies 
work

➤ it is not a panacea — sometimes ordinary databases are just 
fine

➤ Blockchain is predicted to become like TCP/IP and PKI - the 
technologies we use everyday when we use the Internet

➤ Hundreds of companies are experimenting with Blockchain
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CONTEXT

➤ Financial Uses of Blockchain Dominate the 
Discussion

➤ Non-Financial Uses are Also Important
➤ Personal interest:
➤ Connected Devices - “Internet of Things”
➤ Data from These Billions of Devices
➤ Ensuring data quality and security
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How Blockchain could change finance.mp4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sYduOfRLHq0



KEY CONCEPTS

➤ no central authority (as opposed to centrally managed 
databases)

➤ distributed ledger - a shared record of transactions
➤ trust through immutable, time-stamped records
➤ keeping track of transactions and preventing “double 

spending”
➤ a series of blocks of data, chained together cryptographically 

using “hashes”
➤ “proof of work” by “miners” who secure transactions into the 

chain of blocks by performing difficult computations
➤ “permissionless” block chains vs. “permissioned”
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TYPES OF NETWORKS
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Centralized Decentralized Distributed 
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http://bullfax.com


WHAT DOES THE HASH FUNCTION DO?
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It is a mathematical algorithm 
that maps data of arbitrary size 
to a bit string of a fixed size (a 

hash function) which is 
designed to also be a one-way 

function, that is, a function 
which is infeasible to invert.

— Wikipedia
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CHAINING OF BLOCKS
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A hash of the 
previous block is 

included in the next 
block
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http://www.firstpartner.net
http://firstpartner.net/news/new-market-map-defines-blockchain-ecosystem
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805 early stage Bitcoin and blockchain companies (2015)

$2.7 billion value of Bitcoin trading in Sept 2015
$11.6 billion value of Bitcoin trading Nov 1 2016
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PROS & CONS

➤ “If trust and robustness aren’t an issue, there’s 
nothing a blockchain can do that a regular database 
cannot.”  — Gideon Greenspan, CEO of Coin 
Sciences Ltd.  (www.multichain.com)

➤ When is it a good idea to use blockchain 
technology?
➤ 1) you need a shared database; 2) you need a 

database with multiple writers; 3) you have a 
situation with multiple non-trusting writers; 4) you 
do not want to rely on a trusted intermediary; 5) 
you desire interaction between transactions in the 
database

➤ When is it a bad idea to use block chain technology?
➤  If you lack any of the five above conditions
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[based on writings of Gideon Greenspan]

Centralized 
databases are 

better for 
confidentiality

Blockchains are 
better for 
robustness
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BLOCKCHAIN APPLICATIONS BEYOND CURRENCY

General Escrow transactions, bonded contracts, third-party arbitration, 
multiparty signature transactions

Financial 
transactions

Stock, private equity, crowdfunding, bonds, mutual funds, 
derivatives, annuities, pensions

Pubic records Land and property titles, vehicle registrations, business 
licenses, marriage certificates, death certificates

Identification Driver’s licenses, identity cards, passports, voter registrations

Private records IOUs, loans, contracts, bets, signatures, wills, trusts, escrows

Attestation Proof of insurance, proof of ownership, notarized documents

Physical asset keys Home, hotel rooms, rental cards, automobile access

Intangible assets Patents, trademarks, copyrights, reservations, domain names

from Blockchain: Blueprint for a New Economy by Melanie Swan (2015)
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ANOTHER VIEW
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IOT VULNERABILITIES

➤ “Black Hat: Nest thermostat turned into a smart spy in 15 
seconds” (Computerworld)

➤ “Watch out, new parents—internet-connected baby monitors 
are easy to hack” (fusion.net)

➤ “When 'Smart Homes' Get Hacked: I Haunted A Complete 
Stranger's House Via The Internet” (Forbes)

➤ “Connected devices are easily hacked. Why aren’t we 
holding manufacturers accountable?” (recode.net)

➤ “IoT Devices as Proxies for 
Cybercrime”(krebsonsecurity.com) 

➤ “No wonder we're being hit by Internet of Things botnets. 
Ever tried patching a Thing?” (theregister.co.uk)
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INTERNET OF THINGS
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INTERNET OF THINGS WITH BLOCKCHAIN
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(Carbon trading example)
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IOT DATA QUALITY

 • Accuracy. Do the values that have been accumulated from across 
the network of IoT devices accurately reflect what was produced at each device? 
For example, if we have ten devices within the same room reporting the ambient 
temperature, are all of those devices reporting the same temperature, or 
temperatures that are within a reasonable deviance from each other? 

 • Consistency. Are the values logged within the big data 
environment consistent with the context in which the values were produced by each 
device? For example, if multiple events are reported by an app on a mobile device 
and they are tagged with a geolocation, are those geolocations the same or close to 
each other? 

 • Completeness. Have all the data values been accumulated at 
the big data environment? Are there any gaps in a series of reported events or 
sensor values that should have been captured? 

 • Timeliness. Are the values being captured within a reasonable 
time frame? If much of the data is streamed and coming from a wide variety of 
devices, are there monitoring points to ensure that the collective data set is 
synchronized?

Characteristics of IoT data quality - David Loshin | April 27, 2016  
http://blogs.sas.com/content/datamanagement/2016/04/27/characteristics-iot-data-quality/ 
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